-7(a)

(Charge #7) On April 29, 2016, you completed an employment application form
entitled “Representative Workforce - Self Identification Form”. Question 4 asked
as follows: “Persons with a Disability: are those individuals whose prospects of
securing employment, receiving training, and advancing in suitable employment
may be substantially reduced as a result of any physical or mental impairment to
perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a
human being (Source: Office of Disability Issues). Do you consider yourself to be
a person with a disability? ___Yes; Comment:___ ”. You failed to disclose to
the potential employer that you did suffer from a mental health issue that may
impact upon your ability to practice safety as a registered nurse;

(b)

(Charges #8 and #9) On October 4, 2018, as part of your orientation to the new
hospital setting, you followed a course called “Anatomy of a Set Up” to
understand the goals and reasons for manipulative behavior, the ability to
accurately identify manipulative behaviors and situations and the ability to
respond to manipulative behaviour using appropriate techniques;

(c)

(Charges #9) On April 7, 2019, two patients had their canteen privileges revoked
for fighting and the revocation of canteen privileges was recorded on their file.
As charge nurse, you ignored the revocation of privileges and surreptitiously
gave the canteen products to the two patients;

(d)

(Charges #8, #9 and #10) You were the registered nurse in charge when the
events took place between January 1, 2019 and April 25, 2019;

(e)

(Charges #8, #9 and #10) On April 25, 2019, as a result of an employer
investigation, you were advised that the employer concluded that the complaints
made against you were true and your conduct and actions were unprofessional
and inappropriate. Your conduct breached the trust that an employer must have
in an RN. You were issued a four-day unpaid suspension. Because you had
been suspended pending investigation, the employer considered that you had
served your suspension on April 13, 14, 18 and 19, 2019. You were also
required to comply with a Work Plan that you signed on April 25, 2019. You were
advised that your employer would be filing a complaint with the SRNA;

(f)

(Charges #8, #9 and #10) On May 3, 2019, your employer provided you with a
letter regarding its conclusions of the investigation and its expectations. On May
3, 2019, the Saskatchewan Health Authority filed a complaint with the
Investigation Committee of the SRNA. Since the employer/employee meeting of
April 25, 2019, you have not returned to work. You are on medical leave and
cannot return to work until you obtain medical clearance.

E.

DATE, TIME AND PLACE OF HEARING

19.

NOW THEREFORE TAKE NOTICE that the Discipline Committee will hear the charges
and such evidence as may be tendered with respect to them starting at 9:30 o’clock in
the forenoon on Monday, the 6th day of April, 2020 at the Ramada Plaza by
Wyndham Regina Downtown, 1818 Victoria Avenue, Regina, Saskatchewan, and
from day to day thereafter until the charges have been heard on the following days: April
6-8, 2020 and May 3-7, 2020.

20.

TAKE NOTICE THAT at the said time and place you have the right to be present with
counsel and a support person.
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